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Fukushima Spews Radiation World-Wide

Preface: we’ve written thousands of articles on Fukushima and radiation. But this post will
spotlight  recent  articles  from EneNews  … with  which  we  have  no  affiliation  of  any  nature
whatsoever.

The American media hasn’t covered Fukushima for a long time. But that doesn’t mean there
hasn’t been any news. It just means that the  U.S. and Japanese governments have worked
hard to cover it up.

Here’s a roundup of recent news (links to EneNews; click through to see original source
material … that’s how the internet works):

Radiation

Experts: Fukushima ‘globally enhanced’ cesium-137 levels in air by 2 to 3 orders
of magnitude — Radioactive plume that reached Europe “contaminated the land,
and  as  a  consequence  the  whole  food  chain”  —  Concentrations  greatly
underestimated

200,000,000,000,000 becquerels/kg in fuel  rod materials found near Tokyo…
“the material spread globally” — Composed “major part” of worst Fukushima
plume — Persists for long time in living organisms — Must reconsider disaster’s
health effects (PHOTOS)

Nuclear  fuel  found  15  miles  from Tokyo  suburbs  — Fukushima  uranium in
‘glassy’  spheres  transported  over  170  km — Structural  materials  from the
nuclear  reactors  also  present  (PHOTOS).  Previously:  Scientists:  ‘Spheres’  of
radioactive material from Fukushima reported for first time — Ball-like particles
composed of cesium, iron, zinc — Solid and insoluble in water — Impact on
human health needs to be examined (PHOTOS)

Official: “Unfortunately, the fuel itself is exposed” at Fukushima

Gov’t:  Fuel  melted “much deeper”  into concrete at  Fukushima reactor  than
revealed — Triple the depth of original estimate — Tepco: “Impossible for us to
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evaluate potential impact”

Gov’t Expert: Fukushima hot particles can’t be dissolved, even with hot nitric
acid! — Huge amounts of fallout are still bound to organic material… “we have
very little knowledge about this” — “Reaction is irreversible” (PHOTO)

‘Increasing  alarm’  at  Fukushima:  Trenches  filled  with  thousands  of  tons  of
plutonium contaminated liquid leaking into ocean — ‘Biggest risk’ at plant —
‘Exceptionally  difficult’  problem  —  ‘Constant  flow’  in  and  out  of  trenches  —
‘Racing  to  stop’  more  from  coming  in  (PHOTO)

New report  estimates 278 trillion Bq of  plutonium released from Fukushima
reactors — Over 200 times higher than amount reported by Tepco — “Highly
radiotoxic when incorporated into human body” as it decays

Study: Plutonium from Fukushima went further than Chernobyl — Researchers
‘surprised’ their  most plutonium-contaminated sample was from site farthest
from Fukushima plant — Concern material is flowing into Pacific Ocean from land

‘Shock’:  Water  underneath  Fukushima  reactors  to  be  dumped  in  ocean  —
Attempts  to  deal  with  problem  have  ‘failed’  —  Officials:  It’s  better  than
radioactive  substances  just  “spilling  directly  into  the  ocean”  like  it  is  now
(VIDEO)

Fox: Fukushima radioactive material still being found in U.S. soil — Japan Gov’t:
The disaster “posed radiation threat to human society”… In 4 days “detectable
all across northern hemisphere” — Denmark: Fukushima clearly had widespread
consequences, not limited to borders (VIDEOS)

Professor: Fukushima scaring ‘bejesus’ out of everybody in world… still flowing in
ocean,  radiation  levels  unknown  — Clearly  detectable  in  tuna  at  California
coast… We focus a lot on bio-accumulation — Japan: Reactor leaks “may have
gathered  as  a  lump  and  drifted  offshore,  we  need  to  continue  monitoring  it”
(VIDEO)

Researchers: Radioactive materials detected off California, levels spike to 400%
normal — Crew then discovers ‘island’ of tsunami debris — Never seen so much
garbage in ocean before — TV: “Disturbing new images from Pacific… looks like
islands of plastic” 1,000 miles from coast — 7 tons and 80 ft. long, can walk on it
as if land (VIDEO & PHOTOS)

Video: Fukushima debris “waist high” on Canadian island; “Catastrophic death”
trapped in  nets,  it’s  horrifying;  15-mile  long lines  of  floating trash — Journalist:
Radioactive tsunami debris found far from Fukushima plant — Global concern
over spread of contamination

Japan  TV:  Injecting  water  into  Fukushima  reactor  accelerated  meltdown  —
Nuclear fuel rods had “reaction generating large amounts of heat” — ‘Restricted’
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Data:  Monitoring  post  measured  nearly  1,000,000  microSv/hr;  Within  hours
radiation dose spiked 30,000% far away from plant (VIDEO)

Tokyo Professor: Surges in airborne radioactive releases have gone on for years
at Fukushima — Exceeded 25,000 times normal level — Radiation alarms sound
for hours at plant — ‘Extensive’ areas being impacted (VIDEO)

Study: Multiple surges of radioactive substances detected far from Fukushima
Daiichi — Over 10,000 times usual levels at plant — Mayor: Gov’t knew but never
told us, they can’t be trusted — Worst may be yet to come; Risk of ‘much
broader’ contamination — CBS: “Many miles away… spike in cesium detected
this week”

Coincidental Wildlife Death and Injury?

TV: “Mysterious die off of young salmon” in Pacific Northwest — “Healthy… and
then they die” heading out to sea — “Far less plankton than normal… There are
too many questions” — Researchers now testing for plankton and Fukushima
contamination off West Coast (VIDEO)

Alaska:  “Scientists  alarmed  by  new  mystery  disease”  —  Pacific  Northwest:
“Alarming  changes”  —  “Couldn’t  believe  my  eyes”  —  “Scientists  really
stumped… It’s kind of an alien thing” — “Gotten much, much worse… a horror
show… could wreak havoc on entire ecosystems from Mexico to Alaska” (VIDEO)

TV:  Huge  increase  in  dead  and  sick  sea  mammals  on  California  coast  —
Unprecedented  numbers,  annual  record  broken  in  7  months  —  Starving,
drooling, brain damaged, suffering seizures — Sea lions ‘mysteriously’ vanishing
on other side of Pacific — Experts: We don’t know what’s happening (VIDEO)

TV:  Mounds  of  millions  of  jellyfish-like  creatures  wash  up  on  Pacific  beaches
across multiple states — “They lined entire Oregon Coast” — Seen for first time
in a great many years — Official: “They just covered the sea surface… as far as
we could see” — Thought to mix with ones from Japan (VIDEO & PICS)

CBS: This is really disturbing, sea stars dying by the millions on West Coast —
Like the Black Death, only faster and deadlier — ‘Mystery plague’ affecting 20+
species — TV: Disappears from Orange County coast over 2 week period —
Expert: “Largest epidemic ever in ocean… Something has changed in marine
environment to lead to this” (VIDEO)

AP: Marine birds disappearing in Pacific Northwest — Significant ecological shift,
crashes in many species — “Something’s happening on a big level, but what is
it” — Herring problem may be far worse than revealed… result of contamination?
Mexico suddenly bans bluefin tuna fishing, US may be next

Officials  in  U.S.  report  “very  rare  mutations”  in  Pacific  sea  life  —  “Never  seen
anything like this” — Photos show red crabs completely white, “shockingly bright
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blue… almost unnatural”, or with yellow legs — Environment “could play a role”
— Also observed recently by Japan (VIDEO)

Gov’t reports “big, big decline” in Alaska caribou — “Mortality very high” after
Fukushima releases began — “Low survival rate” for calves also in 2011 and
2012  —  Official:  “Worrisome”  how  quickly  this  happened…  In  truth,  we  don’t
have  an  answer  why  (AUDIO)

Report: “Worst he’s ever seen” says Alaska boat captain — Fishermen “talking
about Fukushima… convinced it has something to do with it” — Salmon “not
showing up… many have lesions or worms and parasites” — Crabs “more easily
damaged…  a  lot  of  dead  catch”  —  Herring,  cod,  halibut,  pollock  catches
“dropping off cliff”

Impacts On Human Health?

California Newspaper: Health effects in U.S. from Fukushima radiation? Stanford
Professor: “Am I concerned? Yes I am, that’s because I know radiation … there’s
increased risk … avoid radiation as much as you can” — UC Berkeley Nuclear
Prof: “Everyone is really scared of it … that’s what the big problem is”

Physician: U.N. whitewashing Fukushima catastrophe, yet their report reveals
“more than 9,000 will die of cancers”… number likely much higher if correct data
used — Professor: “It’s brainwashing… an infamous lie… an abuse of science…
their own data contradicts their public conclusion” (VIDEO)

Guardian: Abnormal blood in monkeys linked to Fukushima disaster — Study:
‘Epidemic  infectious  disease’  could  occur  —  “We  cannot  find  other  reasons
except radiation” — Concern about strontium-90 & other radioactive materials
besides cesium — “Potential direct relevance to humans”

Japan Doctor: “Tokyo should no longer be inhabited” — Everyone here is a victim
of  Fukushima  —  People  truly  suffering  —  Bleeding  under  skin,  urinary
hemorrhaging  — Children’s  blood  tests  started  changing  last  year  — Time
running short… up to physicians to save our citizens and future generations
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